
 

The EU's Trans-European Transport Network (TEN-T) is a crucial topic for cities in the 

regions of Atlantic Europe. The issue of improving the accessibility of Atlantic cities is 

indeed a key question. The same goes for the connections between them: connectivity 

 

The TEN-T 2023 review process is already on its way. It should be integrated into the process 

related to the financing mechanism, the CEF, which also points out the main question 

regarding the corridors and their possible extension. 

The analysis and perspectives of the means of connection among the European Atlantic 

cities, between them and the interior of its territory, in the midst of many questions related to 

Brexit, lead to the “Atlantic Cities” network to renew its contribution to the European 

Authorities. 

For the creation of a true "Atlantic corridor" 
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The map below shows the 

current TEN-T architecture and 

its 9 priority corridors, resulting 

from the 2013 revision. In yellow, 

the Atlantic corridor is identified. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The "Atlantic Cities" welcome with satisfaction a positive evolution of the Atlantic corridor 

framework with a denser capillarity of the marine enclaves connected in their Spanish and 

Portuguese parts. 

On the other hand, in order to guarantee optimal performance of the corridor, the Atlantic 

Cities would like to emphasize the importance of the following points: 

The treatment of the French component, despite the proposed connection between Nantes 

and Saint-Nazaire, it is still an exception, leaving much of the Atlantic coast of the French 

West completely out of the way. No connection is planned across the coast between Nantes-

Saint-Nazaire and Le Havre on the one hand and between Nantes-Saint-Nazaire and 

Bordeaux on the other. 

 The first objective is to promote a real extension of this corridor to Ireland through the ports 

of Brittany and Normandy. It would be the case of extending the Atlantic corridor to Nantes 

- Saint-Nazaire, then via Rennes, to improve the rail link, to the ports of Brest and Roscoff, 

then using the sea links to Ireland: to Cork, Limerick and Dublin. From Dublin and Rosslare, 

maritime connections would continue on this route to Cherbourg and Le Havre, to join the 

final component of the Atlantic corridor (towards Paris, Luxembourg and Frankfurt). 

 

In addition, given the real improvements of the railway line, the Grand National Harbor of 

La Rochelle should be connected to the corridor via Poitiers and Niort (towards Paris, Lyon 

and Italy) offering an alternative to the Mediterranean axis for the entire Atlantic coast. 

The inclusion of this circuit to the current corridor would offer Ireland, in addition to a 

planned connection with the North Sea, a second shorter and more direct sea route to the 

heart of Europe. Tomorrow, the Irish Sea and the entrance to the English Channel could be 

an important trans-border maritime area. 

 

 

Considering a clear lack in the 

northern component of the 

current Atlantic Corridor, a 

proposal from the European 

Commission under discussion in 

Brussels, as part of the revision of 

the CEF, originally planned for 

2021, but likely anticipated and 

adopted before the European 

elections of 2019, corrects the 

situation (map 2). 



 

The treatment of the Spain - Portugal component should also be planned in terms of 

capillarity and efficiency. For example, the Atlantic Corridor should consider the port of 

Santander as part of the central corridor. This inclusion also ensures new connections to 

Ireland and smoother traffic in northern Spain. 

Likewise, the Atlantic Cities invite the European Commission and the Member States to 

reflect on the incentives to strengthen the rail network along the Atlantic Corridor, especially 

between Bilbao and A Coruña. 

Finally, the Atlantic corridor should include a section between Vigo and Porto that can 

guarantee traffic between A Coruña and Lisbon; the lack of connection creates an artificial 

border between Galicia and northern Portugal. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A European perspective: 

Reflections on these marine components of the corridors do not exclude Atlantic cities from 

attention to the terrestrial connection projects that form part of their extensions. We can thus 

mention the Center-Europe-Atlantic Railway (VFCEA) under development or, in the longer 

term, the ALTRO project, which aims to improve the connections between the Atlantic part 

of France and the region of Lyon; with the extensions of the west side to the region of Nantes 

and Brittany to the north, and to the New Aquitaine and the Spanish and Portuguese 

Atlantic regions to the south. 

 

 

 



In addition, the Atlantic Cities work with other European networks (Medicities, Adriatic and 

Ionian Cities, Iberian Transfrontier Network) on the "Cities for Cooperation" platform and 

cooperate with Atlantic networks: the Atlantic Arc Commission of the CPMR and the 

Transnational Atlantic Network of Councils Economic and Social. 

It should be noted that this approach is converging with that of the CPMR, which calls for 

Ireland's link to the Atlantic Corridor and the strengthening of all existing maritime links 

with Ireland. 

Atlantic cities also support, with the CPMR, the establishment of a European support 

mechanism for shipping lines and ports, considering the investments that concern them as 

cross-border projects. 

These "Atlantic Cities" proposals converge with the will of the European Union, through the 

constant improvement of the TEN-T and its logic of contributing to the objectives of 

economic, social and territorial cohesion. The definition of European corridors should reflect 

the European Union's commitments in the fight against climate change, the defense of 

sustainable development or the need for adapted intermodality. 

The "Atlantic Cities" wish to emphasize the European Parliament's decisive role in 

recognizing a true Atlantic corridor of the TEN-T core network. The decisions adopted by the 

European Parliament, that of 12 December on the post-2020 CEF and that of 11 January 

concerning the revision of the North Sea-Mediterranean corridor in the case of Brexit, an 

emergency provision for 2019-2020, represent real progress. Therefore, we need to support 

our national governments and the European Council in the process of negotiations which is 

taking place. 

Finally, it is important to highlight that the improvement of the communication lines, both 

terrestrial and maritime throughout the European Atlantic coast, is an essential objective for 

the Atlantic Maritime Strategy to truly materialize.   


